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The stomatogastric nervous system (SNS) of the Drosophila embryo develops from a placode which appears in the stomodeal
epithelium. Most cells of this placode invaginate as three pouches (the iSNSPs) into the interior of the embryo. After
separating from the stomodeum, the SNS pouches transiently form epithelial vesicles and eventually dissociate into solid
clusters of cells which migrate on the foregut epithelium and differentiate into the neurons of the SNS. Prior and during
iSNSP invagination, two small subpopulations of SNSPs (dSNSPs and tSNSPs) delaminate as individual cells from the SNS
placode (Hartenstein et al., 1994). The results presented in this paper show that the neurogenic and proneural genes are
expressed and required during all phases of SNS development to control the number, pattern, and structural characteristics
of the SNSP subpopulations. First, loss-of-function mutations of the proneural and gain-of-function mutations of the
neurogenic genes result in the absence or reduction of delaminating SNSPs; loss of function of neurogenic genes leads to
the overproduction of d/tSNSPs and a loss of iSNSPs. Second, both proneural and neurogenic genes are involved in the
invagination and dissociation of iSNSPs. Reduction of neurogenic gene function leads to a premature dissociation of iSNSPs;
gain of neurogenic gene function blocks invagination and dissociation of these cells. Since all iSNSPs form a homogenous
population with regard to their differentiative fate as SNS neurons, these results indicate that lateral inhibition is not a
necessary aspect of the developmental process controlled by neurogenic and proneural gene function. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION groups might indicate that the molecular and cellular mech-
anisms which generate the neural primordium are more
closely related than previously thought. To further exploreEarly neurogenesis in most animals, including both in-
this issue we studied the function of the neurogenic andsects and vertebrates, involves the segregation of neural pre-
proneural genes during the development of the Drosophilacursor cells from the ectoderm. This process is called neuru-
stomatogastric nervous system (SNS), a part of the nervouslation. On the histological level, the mode of neurulation
system whose precursors form by both delamination andvaries in different animal groups: in vertebrates neurulation
invagination movements (Poulson, 1950; Campos-Ortegaoccurs through the invagination of a continuous region of
and Hartenstein, 1985; Hartenstein et al., 1994).the dorsal ectoderm, the neural plate. In insects, on the
The insect stomatogastric nervous system forms severalother hand, most neural precursors delaminate as individual
peripheral ganglia which receive input from the brain and incells from speci®c regions of the ectoderm collectively
turn innervate the muscles of the pharynx and gut (Penzlin,called the neurectoderm. Genetic analysis of early neuro-
1985; Copenhaver and Taghert, 1989a,b, 1990; Hartensteingenesis in Drosophila has implicated two groups of genes,
et al., 1994). Precursors of the stomatogastric nervous sys-the neurogenic and proneural genes, in the segregation of
tem (SNSPs) originate from the primordium of the foregut,neural precursors in this animal (for recent review, see
or stomodeum. In Drosophila, several minor subsets ofCampos-Ortega, 1993). The initial analysis of vertebrate ho-
SNSPs delaminate from the stomodeal epithelium as indi-mologs of the neurogenic and proneural genes indicates that
vidual cells early in development (delaminating or dSNSPs,they are centrally involved in early neurogenesis of these
tip or tSNSPs). However, the majority of SNSPs form threeanimals as well (Coffman et al., 1992; Guillemot et al.,
placodes which invaginate (invaginating or iSNSPs), pinch1993; Ferreiro et al., 1994; Turner and Weintraub, 1994). A
common genetic control of neurulation in both animal off from the stomodeum, and remain as small epithelial
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vesicles associated with the foregut. (Tepass et al., 1990; placodes and their separation from the stomodeum. Concur-
rent with our phenotypic observations we ®nd thatHartenstein et al., 1994). At later stages the iSNSPs eventu-
ally dissociate from one another and migrate to the various proneural and neurogenic genes are continuously expressed
in the SNSPs up to the time point when the iSNSPs dissoci-locations where they differentiate as neurons. An overview
of normal SNS development is provided by Fig. 1. ate. We propose that the proper balance between proneural
and neurogenic gene expression in the SNS placodes controlWe have analyzed how the pattern of SNSPs is controlled
by the neurogenic and proneural genes. The function of the complex sequence of morphogenetic movements (de-
lamination, invagination, dissociation) by which these plac-these genes has been studied in detail for the precursors of
the Drosophila central nervous system, the neuroblasts (for odes give rise to the different SNSP subpopulations (Fig. 7).
recent review see, Ghysen et al., 1993; Jan and Jan, 1993;
Campos-Ortega, 1993). As outlined above, neuroblasts seg-
regate from the neuroectoderm of the early Drosophila em- MATERIAL AND METHODSbryo by delamination. Neuroblasts leave behind other neu-
rectodermal cells which remain epithelial and will give rise
Fly Stocks and Egg Collectionsto the epidermis. The number of delaminating neuroblasts
is determined by the interactions of proneural and neuro- The following mutations, which are described in Lindsley
genic genes. Shortly before onset of neuroblast delamina- and Zimm (1992) if not otherwise indicated, were used in
tion, the neurectoderm is subdivided into numerous small this study. Mutations of proneural genes studied are
groups of cells called proneural clusters. Each proneural Df(1)scB57 and Df(2L)daX136. Mutations of neurogenic genes
cluster is characterized by expressing one or more members studied are DI9P39, Df(3R)E(spl)8D06, Df(1)N81K1, Nts1, and
of the proneural genes and is thought to give rise to a single Nintra (Struhl et al., 1993). As wild-type stock we used Ore-neuroblast (Skeath and Carroll, 1992). The proneural genes gon R. Germ line clones for a chromosome carrying
which have been identi®ed so far [transcripts of the Df(1)N81K1 and an ase promoter lacZ construct (F:2.0; Jar-
Achaete-Scute complex (AS-C) and daughterless (da)] en- man et al., 1993) were generated as described (Tepass and
code transcriptional regulators of the basic helix-loop-helix Knust, 1993). Flies were grown under standard conditions
(bHLH) family. Proneural gene expression renders cells of and crosses were performed at room temperature or at 257C.
the neuroectoderm competent to delaminate as neuroblasts. Egg collections were done on yeasted apple juice agar plates.
In the absence of proneural gene expression, many of the Embryonic stages are given according to Campos-Ortega
proneural clusters do not give rise to a neuroblast (Jimenez and Hartenstein (1985).
and Campos-Ortega, 1990). The proteins encoded by the
neurogenic genes promote cell±cell interaction within each
proneural cluster which results in the restriction of delami- Markers, Immunohistochemistry, and Histology
nating neuroblasts to one per cluster, a process known as
lateral inhibition (reviewed by Simpson, 1990). Mutations The following SNS-speci®c markers were used in this
study: The enhancer-trap line ln(2R)P[lacZ, w/]94 [kindlyof the neurogenic genes cause all cells of the proneural clus-
ter to become neuroblasts. provided by Dr. JoseÂ Campos-Ortega; Tepass and Knust,
1993)] which stains the SNS placode and all iSNSPsWe show in this study that delaminating SNSPs, which
develop in a manner similar to neuroblasts, are strongly (Hartenstein et al., 1994); the promoter± lacZ constructs of
the ase gene (F:2.0; Jarman et al., 1993), which stains allreduced or absent in loss-of-function proneural mutants or
gain-of-function neurogenic mutants and are increased in SNSPs as soon as they assume mesenchymal morphology,
and the svp gene (Mlodzik et al., 1990), which stains a sub-number in loss-of-function neurogenic mutants, suggesting
that the neurogenic/proneural genes control the segregation set of delaminating SNSPs (Hartenstein et al., 1994). These
enhancer-trap line and promoter constructs express b-galac-of this subpopulation of SNSPs from the stomodeal epithe-
lium. In addition, we can show a profound effect of tosidase which was detected with a polyclonal anti-b-galac-
tosidase antibody (Cappel; dilution 1:2000). As additionalproneural/neurogenic genes on the invaginating SNSPs. Un-
like delaminating SNSPs or neuroblasts, these cells form antibody probes we used a monoclonal anti-Crumbs anti-
body (Cq4; Tepass and Knust, 1993; dilution 1:50) whichcoherent epithelial placodes which invaginate from the sto-
modeal epithelium and form vesicles in which all cells labels all epithelial cells of the SNS primordium (Tepass et
al., 1990) and a monoclonal anti-Fasciclin II antibody (1D4;maintain their epithelial phenotype for an extended period
of time. When these vesicles ®nally dissociate into individ- kindly provided by Dr. Corey Goodman; dilution 1:10)
which, among other parts of the nervous system and epider-ual cells, all iSNSPs differentiate as neurons. Thus a ``deci-
sion'' between neuronal and nonneuronal precursors, as it mis, stains SNS neurons. The monoclonal MAb22C10 (Zi-
pursky et al., 1984) was used to analyze the differentiatedoccurs in the neurectoderm giving rise to neuroblasts, does
not take place. Gain of neurogenic gene function or loss of stomatogastric neurons and their axonal projections. This
antibody was diluted 50-fold. Antibody stainings and sec-proneural gene function causes a delay in the dissociation
of the iSNSP vesicles. Surprisingly, gain of neurogenic gene tions of stained embryos were done as described previously
(Tepass and Knust, 1993).function suppresses the invagination of the epithelial SNS
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In Situ Hybridization argue that the early segregating dSNSPs and tSNSPs give
rise to a distinctive class of neurons, since these cells differ-Digoxigenin-labled DNA probes were prepared following
entiate ®rst and thereby pioneer the axon tracts of the SNSmanufacturer's instructions (Genius kit; Boehringer) using
(Hartenstein et al., 1994). However, structurally, these cellsfull-length cDNAs of the AS-C genes achaete (ac), scute
do not appear different from the later differentiating neu-(sc), and lethal of scute (l'sc) (Cabrera et al., 1987; kindly
rons, and no molecular or biochemical markers have beenprovided by Dr. S. Campuzano), the Enhancer of split com-
identi®ed which would place them in a category of their
plex [E(SPL)-C] genes mb, mg, md, m3, m5, and m7 (kindly
own. The fact that they express asense (ase) at an early
provided by Dr. E. Knust), and a genomic HindIII±EcoRI
stage cannot be taken as an indication of them formingfragment that contains the m8 open reading frame (KlaÈmbt
a distinctive class, since all iSNSPs, at a later stage, alsoet al., 1987; Knust et al., 1992; kindly provided by Dr. E.
transiently express this gene.Knust). In situ hybridizations to whole mount embryos
were prepared according to the protocol of Tautz and Pfei¯e
(1989). Embryos were dehydrated and embedded in a 1:3 Proneural and Neurogenic Genes Are Expressed
mixture of methyl salicylate and Canada balsam. in a Dynamic Pattern during SNSP Segregation
The proneural genes of the AS-C (ac, sc, l'sc, and ase) are
expressed in a dynamic pattern during the different phasesRESULTS
of SNS development (Fig. 2). A similar result was obtained
in a recent study by Gonzalez-Gaitan and JaÈckle (1995). Tran-SNSPs Segregate from the Stomodeal Epithelium scripts of l'sc, sc, and ac appear in all cells of the SNS primor-
by Delamination and Invagination dium during early stage 9 (Fig. 2F). Expression then becomes
concentrated in the dSNSPs before these cells delaminateThe primordium of the SNS can be recognized by its ex-
pression of speci®c markers and its distinctive mitotic be- (Fig. 2G). While delaminated dSNSPs retain proneural tran-
scripts for a short period of time, cells within the remainderhavior in the anterior lip of the stomodeum of the stage 10
embryo (stages after Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985; of the SNS primordium lose them. Expression starts again
after the SNS pouches have invaginated (Figs. 2H and 2I).Fig. 1). The ®rst SNSPs (dSNSPs) delaminate as individual
cells from the SNS primordium. Three medial dSNSPs are Whereas l'sc and sc are expressed in all cells of the pouches,
ac seems to be more restricted to cells situated at the tipsaligned at regular intervals along the midline; another bilat-
eral cluster of dSNSPs originates near the lateral border of of pouches. Soon afterward, the tSNSPs delaminate from this
position [Fig. 2L; these cells correspond to the ``invaginationthe SNS primordium (not shown). Most, if not all, of the
dSNSPs give rise to the early SNS neurons whose axons centers'' of Gonzalez-Gaitan and JaÈckle (1995)]. Proneural
transcripts remain expressed in the SNS pouches/vesiclespioneer the frontal connective and recurrent nerve
(Hartenstein et al., 1994). until they dissociate (stage 14; Fig. 2J).
Expression of ase appears in the various groups of SNSPsShortly after dSNSP delamination the SNS primordium
becomes folded into three longitudinally aligned invagi- after they have delaminated or dissociated, respectively
(Hartenstein et al., 1994). Thus, ase is expressed in thenations, the SNS placodes or pouches. From the tip of each
pouch, a single cell (tSNSP) delaminates. The tSNSPs join dSNSPs during stage 10 (Fig. 2K), the tSNSPs during stage
12 (Fig. 2L), and the dissociated iSNSPs during late stage 13the lose cluster of dSNSPs and presumably contribute to
the early differentiating SNS pioneer neurons. Later, cells and stage 14 (Figs. 2M and 2N).
All transcripts of the E(spl)-C that encode bHLH proteinsof the three SNS pouches (iSNSPs) break up contact with
the surrounding stomodeal epithelium (a process called show similar expression patterns in the SNSPs (Fig. 2),
which overlap spatially and temporally with those of the``separation'' below) to form elongated, epithelial vesicles.
Finally, the iSNSP vesicles lose their epithelial structure proneural genes l'sc, sc, and ac. Expression starts during
stage 10 in the entire SNS primordium (Figs. 2A and 2B).(dissociation) and form loose clusters of cells which migrate
anteriorly. Cells of the former rostral and intermediate vesi- The expression level remains high throughout invagination
of the three iSNSP pouches (Fig. 2C); it declines rapidlycle, together with the dSNSPs, form the frontal ganglion.
Part of the former intermediate vesicle gives rise to the at late stage 13 when iSNSPs dissociate (Figs. 2D and 2E).
Likewise, the dSNSPs and tSNSPs which delaminate fromhypocerebral ganglion. Some cells of the rostral vesicle re-
main closely attached to the esophageal wall and form the the SNS primordium during earlier stages turn off E(spl)-C
expression.paraesophageal ganglion. The posterior vesicle gives rise to
the paraventricular ganglion.
It is not clear whether the neurons which constitute the Proneural Gene Function Is Required for theSNS can be subdivided into different cell types. The survey
Delaminating SNSP Populationsof a large number of enhancer trap lines which in the CNS
or PNS label speci®c subsets of neurons has so far not re- Deletions of the AS-C and da lead to a complex phenotype
in the SNS. The delaminating dSNSPs and tSNSPs are re-vealed a single one in which P lacZ is expressed in a subset
of SNS neurons (V.H., unpublished observation). One might duced or absent (Fig. 3). This defect appears similar to the
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defect in neuroblast and sensory organ precursor delamina- bly showed abnormalities which can be largely explained
by earlier defects in SNS morphogenesis described above.tion observed in AS-C mutant embryos (for review, see Jan
and Jan, 1993; Ghysen et al., 1993). The loss of dSNSPs and The overall number of differentiated SNS neurons is re-
duced. The proventricular ganglion, which normally derivestSNSPs can be recognized in early mutant embryos by the
defects in the expression of ase, Fas II (Figs. 3C* and 3E), from the posterior iSNSP pouch is invariably missing (Fig.
4H). The SNS neurons present in AS-C and da mutantsand svp (Fig. 3F), which serve as markers for these cell popu-
lations (see Material and Methods). In late mutant embryos, form an irregular cluster of cells located between the brain
hemispheres (Fig. 4H). The exact position of these cells rela-the population of early differentiating neurons which pio-
neer the two main tracts of the SNS and which derive from tive to nearby structural landmarks, such as the supraeso-
phageal commissure, is quite variable. In most cases, allthe dSNSPs and tSNSPs (Hartenstein et al., 1994) are miss-
ing (Fig. 3H). SNS neurons are posterior to this commissure, correspond-
ing in position to the hypocerebral ganglion. However, neu-
rons can occasionally be located anterior to the commis-
Proneural Gene Function Is Required for the sure, a position normally taken by the frontal ganglion.
Pattern of Invagination and Migration
of the iSNSPs
Neurogenic Gene Function Is Continuously
AS-C and da mutant embryos show severe irregularities Required to Promote the Epithelial Structure
in the formation of the SNS pouches (Fig. 4). Typically, a of the SNS Primordium
single, large SNS pouch which may be irregularly branched
invaginates from the stomodeal epithelium of AS-C or da In the absence of the neurogenic genes Notch (N), Delta
(Dl), or the E(spl)-C, all cells of the SNS primordium losemutant embryos (Figs. 4E and 4F). The location of this
pouch approximately coincides with the position at which their epithelial structure by stage 10, the time of dSNSP
delamination, as monitored by their loss of the epithelialthe anterior and intermediate SNS pouch can be found in
wild-type embryos; no SNSPs appear further posteriorly. marker Crumbs and appearance of mesenchymal marker
ase (Fig. 5). Labeling of the SNS with markers such as PCorrespondingly, the ventricular ganglion, which is derived
from the posterior pouch, is consistently absent in AS-C lacZ 94 or MAb22C10 in the background of N, E(spl)-C, and
Dl null mutants indicates that the total number of SNSPsminus embryos (Fig. 4H). As will be discussed below, the
irregular pattern of SNS invaginations might be related to may be slightly increased (100±120 cells compared to 75±
80 in wild type; data not shown).the fact that the dSNSPs, which ``mark'' the three future
sites of invagination, are reduced or absent in AS-C mu- Temperature shift experiments carried out with the heat-
sensitive heterozygous combination Nts1/N81k1 indicate thattants.
During stage 13, the irregular pouch of AS-C or da mutant neurogenic gene function is continuously required through-
out SNS morphogenesis (stages 10±14; 4.5±11 hr after fertil-embryos separates normally from the esophagus and forms
an epithelial vesicle (Figs. 4F and 4F*). As in wild type, ization; Fig. 6). One-hour heat pulses at any time within
this period are suf®cient to convert most cells of the SNSiSNSPs dissociate and become mesenchymal cells which
later differentiate as neurons. Expression of the SNS marker primordium into Crumbs-negative mesenchymal cells
(Figs. 6A and 6B). Although the late differentiation of SNSP lacZ 94 in AS-C or da mutant embryos indicates that,
although they dissociate, the iSNSPs do not spread out nor- neurons (monitored by the neuronal marker MAb 22C10)
was not notably changed, their spatial pattern showed dis-mally. Compared to wild type, in which most iSNSPs in
the stage 14 embryo form an elongated ``stream'' of cells tinctive abnormalities (Figs. 6C and 6D).
Following early (4±6 hr) and intermediate (6±8 hr) heatbeneath the supraesophageal commissure (Fig. 4C), iSNSPs
in AS-C and da embryos remain closely packed at a level pulses, SNS neurons formed a single irregular cluster ante-
rior to and between the brain hemispheres (Fig. 6C). Allbehind the supraesophageal commissure (Fig. 4G).
The SNS of late AS-C and da mutant embryos reproduci- ganglia of the SNS were present after late heat pulses (after
FIG. 1. Schematic overview of SNS development. Shown in the center is the primodium of the SNS (dark shading) at different develop-
mental stages speci®ed by the time line to the left (stages: after Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985; hpf: hours after fertilization at
257C). For each stage, the SNS primordium is depicted in side view. Boxed area in drawing of embryo at the top approximately indicates
location, size, and shape of SNS primodium. Different SNSP subpopulations are marked in different colors (green, early delaminating
dSNSPs; turquoise, later delaminating tSNSPs; orange, invaginating iSNSPs). Light gray shading outlines the stomodeal wall from which
SNS primordium segregates. In the last two stages shown, dSNSPs and tSNSPs cannot be distinguished and together are indicated by
turquoise color. Flow diagram at the right speci®es different steps which have been identi®ed in SNS development (Hartenstein et al.,
1994). dSNSPs delaminate as individual cells before invagination of the SNS primordium; tSNSPs delaminate during the invagination.
The SNS primordium then separates from the stomodeal wall and ®nally dissociates. Abbreviations: br, brain; es, esophagus; fg, frontal
ganglion; hy, hypocerebral ganglion; pe, paraesophageal ganglion; pv, proventriculus; st, stomodeum; vg, ventricular ganglion.
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FIG. 2. Expression of neurogenic and proneural genes during SNS development. The left column (A±E) shows expression of the E(spl)-
C gene mg (whole mount in situ hybridization); the middle column (F± J) shows expression of the proneural gene l'sc (whole mount in
situ hybridization); the right column (K±N) shows expression of the gene asense (K, L: whole mount antibody staining with anti-Asense
antibody; (M, N) sagittal section of anti-b-Gal-stained embryos expressing the asense promoter construct F:2.0). All embryos are shown
in lateral view with anterior to the left. Panels in the same row depict expression patterns at a similar developmental stage. Expression
of l'sc and mg starts during stage 8 and stage 9, respectively, in a patch of ectodermal cells anterior to the incipient stomodeum (st; A,
F). During stage 10, l'sc is restricted to three anterior-posteriorly aligned patches from each of which one dSNSP delaminates (arrowheads
in G). Expression of mg remains diffuse in the entire SNS primordium (B). asense is expressed in the dSNSPs (arrowheads in K). Note
that there are additional dSNSPs, located at a more lateral level and therefore not shown in this ®gure, which express neurogenic and
proneural genes. During stages 11 and 12, mg (C) and l'sc (H) are diffusely expressed in the invaginating SNS primordium. Cells which
have delaminated (i.e., dSNSPs and tSNSPs; marked by arrowheads in C) cease mg and l'sc expression and start asense expression (L).
Upon dissociation of iSNSPs during stages 13 and 14, mg (D, E) and l'sc (I, J) ceases in these cells. Note streams of dissociated unlabeled
cells (arrows) located at the tip of those parts of the iSNSPs which have not yet dissociated (asterisks) and still express mg and l'sc. By
contrast, asense (M, N) is expressed predominantly in the iSNSPs which have already dissociated (arrow). Abbreviations: es, esophagus;
st, stomodeum. Bar, 25 mm.
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FIG. 3. Effect of proneural mutations on the delaminating SNSPs. Left column (A±D) shows wild-type embryos labeled with different
markers for delaminating SNSPs; right column (E±H) shows corresponding stages and views of AS-C-de®cient embryos [Df(1)scB57] labeled
with the same markers. (A) Side view of stage 12 embryo showing weak expression of the Fas II antigen in dSNSPs and tSNSPs (arrowheads).
These cells form a lose layer in front and on top of invaginating SNS pouches (asterisks). No Fas II-positive delaminated SNSPs are
recognizable in AS-C mutation (E). (B) Side view of stage 12 embryo, showing expression of svp in two lateral clusters of dSNSPs
(arrowheads). In AS-C mutant (F), svp is expressed at a low level in the stomodeal epithelium, but svp-positive cells delaminating from
the epithelium are reduced or absent. (C) Dorsal view of stage 13 embryo, showing high level of Fas II expression in delaminated SNSPs
(arrowheads). No Fas II expression is present in invaginating SNS pouches (asterisks) which appear at a more ventral level and are depicted
in C*. By contrast, AS-C mutant embryos (G) show a high level of Fas II expression in abnormal SNS invagination (asterisk; small arrow
points to lumen of this invagination), whereas a separate Fas II-positive population of delaminated SNSPs is absent. (D) Dorsal view of
stage 14 embryo in which pioneer SNS neurons, cells derived from the delaminating SNSPs, are labeled with the MAb22C10. Pioneer
neurons of the frontal ganglion (fg), hypocerebral ganglion (hy), and axons of the frontal connective (fc) are visible between the brain
hemispheres (br). None of these SNS structures is present in the AS-C mutant (H). Bar, 25 mm.
9 hr), although they showed variability in exact cell number tively active. Embryos expressing this construct showed the
opposite phenotype as those ones carrying loss-of-functionand position (Fig. 6D). In particular, the distances between
ganglia were reduced. neurogenic gene mutations. Thus, 1-hr heat pulses at 4 and
6 hr blocked the delamination of the dSNSPs and tSNSPs,
Gain of Neurogenic Gene Function Blocks respectively, as shown by the absence of ase expressing cells
Delamination and Invagination of SNSPs in these embryos (data not shown). Correspondingly, the
SNS pioneer neurons derived from dSNSPs and tSNSPs wereWe used the Nintra construct of Struhl et al. (1993) for
which, following heat shock treatment, Notch is constitu- reduced or missing in late Nintra embryos subjected to heat
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pulses around 4 and 6 hr, giving rise to a phenotype which function or that overexpress Nintra, dSNSPs are reduced or
corresponded to that of an AS-C mutant embryo (see Fig. absent. As a consequence, a large part of the frontal ganglion
3H). Late heat pulses (9±10 hr) were able to postpone the (that normally develops in part from the dSNSPs) is missing
dissociation of the SNS vesicles (prolonged Crb expression), in these mutants. By contrast, in neurogenic mutants the
although this process could not be blocked entirely (data number of dSNSPs is strongly increased and it appears that
not shown). all cells of the SNS placode develop as dSNSPs. In line with
The Nintra heat pulse experiments revealed several new the current model of proneural/neurogenic gene function
aspects of neurogenic gene function during neurogenesis. (see, for example, Campos-Ortega, 1993; Fortini and Arta-
Heat pulses between 5 and 7 hr prevented the invagination vanis-Tsakonas, 1993), we propose that the expression of
of the three SNS pouches; in such embryos, the SNS primor- proneural genes in the stomodeal epithelium renders these
dium (recognized by anti-Crb antibody or the marker P lacZ cells competent to delaminate as dSNSPs and tSNSPs and
94) formed a smooth epithelium (Fig. 6E). Late heat pulses that neurogenic gene-mediated mutual and lateral inhibi-
(8±11 hr) were able to block the separation of the SNS tion subsequently restrict the number of cells which actu-
pouches from the esophageal epithelium (Fig. 6F). In all ally go through with the delamination.
cases in which invagination or separation of iSNSPs was The interplay of proneural and neurogenic genes during
prevented by Nintra expression, differentiation of SNS neu- the determination of dSNSPs appears to be very similar to
rons was abolished or at least substantially delayed. In the the manner in which these genes control the delamination
example shown in Fig. 6G (heat pulse at 5±7 hr) and Fig. of the CNS neuroblasts. This view is supported by the pat-
6H (heat pulse at 8±10 hr) the SNS pioneer neurons derived tern of expression of AS-C transcripts in the early SNS pri-
from the dSNSPs are present, whereas no MAb22C10-posi- mordium accompanying dSNSP delamination: following a
tive neurons have developed from the iSNSPs. Instead, phase of expression in the entire primordium, ac, sc, and
iSNSPs form clusters of unstained cells attached to the l'sc become concentrated in the delaminating cells and are
esophageal wall. It cannot be excluded that these cells temporarily downregulated in the non-delaminating cells.
might differentiate as neurons at a later stage. As will be The same sequence of events has been described for the
further discussed below, both invagination of a cell and neurectoderm (Cabrera et al., 1987). The main difference
separation from its neighbors (as it occurs during the separa- between SNS and CNS is that in the latter, each individual
tion of the SNS vesicles from the esophageal epithelium) neuroblast has its corresponding proneural cluster, de®ned
may constitute aspects of mesenchymal development
by the expression domain of proneural genes, which implies
which are suppressed by neurogenic gene function.
that the spatial pattern of neuroblasts is mainly controlled
by the genes which regulate the pattern of proneural gene
expression (e.g., the pair-rule genes; Martin-Bermudo et al.,DISCUSSION 1991; Skeath et al., 1992). In the SNS, on the other hand,
the proneural genes are initially homogenously expressed
Proneural and Neurogenic Genes Control and later become concentrated in the dSNSPs. The SNS
the d/tSNSP Delamination placode, therefore, forms a single proneural cluster. This
implies that the distribution of the dSNSPs is determinedWe studied three different mutant situations in order to
by the size and shape of the SNS placode which is deter-characterize proneural and neurogenic gene requirements
mined by prepatterning genes controlling gut development,during SNS development: loss-of-function proneural mu-
such as forkhead (Gonzalez-Gaitan and JaÈckle, 1995). Thetants (AS-C and da), loss-of-function neurogenic mutants
number and spacing of individual SNSPs originating from(N, Dl, E(spl)-C), and gain-of-function neurogenic mutants
(overexpression of Nintra). In embryos that lack proneural within the SNS primordium is determined by the function
FIG. 4. Effect of proneural mutations on the invaginating SNSPs. Left column (A±D) shows wild-type embryos labeled with different
markers for iSNSPs; right column (E±H) shows corresponding stages and views of proneural mutant embryos (E, E*, F, G, H: Df(1)scB57;
F*: Df(2L)daX136) labeled with the same markers. (A) Side view of stage 12 embryo labeled with anti-Crb antibody which shows apical
surface of invaginating SNS pouches (asterisks). In AS-C mutant embryos, the pattern of SNS invagination is irregular. In the specimen
shown in E, a single invagination with three ``tips'' is visible; E* shows two somewhat smaller invaginations. (B) Side view of stage 14
embryo labeled with anti-Crb antibody. SNS vesicle dissociation is under way; Crb expression at this stage is con®ned to the small
remnants of SNS vesicles which have not yet dissociated (asterisks). In AS-C mutant embryos, dissociation of the (reduced) SNS vesicles
proceeds rather normally (F); by contrast, this process is delayed in da mutant embryos (F*). (C) Side view of stage 14 embryo expressing
the SNS marker P lacZ 94. The iSNSPs which have dissociated (arrows) form streams of anteriorly migrating cells. In AS-C mutant (G),
SNSPs are reduced and do not migrate anteriorly. (D) Side view of stage 17 embryo labeled with Fas II antibody. Apart from some elements
of the central and peripheral nervous system, this marker labels all cells of the differentiated SNS. Note individual ganglia ([fg, frontal
ganglion; hy, hypocerebral ganglion; pe, paraesophageal ganglion; vg, ventricular ganglion). In AS-C mutant (H), SNS neurons typically
form a single cluster attached to the esophagus (arrow). Other abbreviations: es, esophagus; pv, proventriculus. Bar, 25 mm.
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FIG. 5. SNS defects in Dl mutant embryo. (A) Side view of early stage 11 Dl mutant embryo expressing the ase±P lacZ fusion construct
F:2.0. All SNS precursors have delaminated from the stomodeal roof (st) and are ase positive (arrowhead). (B) Side view of late stage 11
Dl mutant embryo labeled with anti-Crb antibody. SNS invaginations are absent (compare with wild type shown in Fig. 4A), presumably
because all SNS precursors have left the stomodeal epithelium at a previous stage and form a cluster of Crb-negative cluster (arrowhead).
(C, D) Side view of late stage 11 Dl mutant embryos labeled with anti-Fas II (C) and the SNS marker P lacZ 94 (D). Delaminated mass
of SNS precursors (arrowhead) express high levels of the Fas II antigen (compare with wild type shown in Fig. 3C). At the same time, the
delaminated SNS precursors in Dl are still positive for the marker P lacZ 94 (D) which in wild type strongly labels the invaginating SNS
pouches and at a lower level the delaminating dSNSPs and tSNSPs (see inset in D). Bar, 25 mm.
FIG. 6. SNS defects caused by the transient absence (A±D, showing Nts1/N81K1 trans-heterozygotes) and overexpression (E±H, showing
Notch (intra) transformants) of Notch. The ®rst row (A, B) and third row (E, F) show side views of embryos labeled with anti-Crumbs
antibody to visualize invaginating SNS pouches; rows two (C, D) and four (G, H) represent side views of embryos stained with MAb22C10
to show differentiated SNS neurons. All panels of the left column (A, C, E, G) show embryos heat pulsed for 1 or 2 hr between 6 and 8
hr; for the right column, heat pulses were applied between 8 and 10 hr (all times given for 257C). (A, B) Reduction of Notch function by
applying heat pulses anywhere between 4 and 10 hr to Nts1/N81K1 leads to dissociation of most of the SNS primordium, as evidenced by
the disappearance of Crumbs expression (compare A and B to wild type embryos shown in Figs. 4A, B). The same temperature regimen
results in profound abnormalities in the pattern of SNS neurons (C, D): Following early heat pulses between 4 and 8 hr, all SNS neurons
form an irregular cluster anterior to and in between the brain hemispheres (arrow in C). Following late pulses (D), individual SNS ganglia
(fg, frontal ganglion; hy, hypocerebral ganglion; vg, ventricular ganglion) can be recognized; however, the spacing of ganglia is irregular
and reduced (note small distance between hypocerebral and ventricular ganglia indicated by arrowhead). (E, F) Heat pulses applied to Nintra
embryos result in invagination defects of the SNS pouches. Pulses between 5 and 7 hr (E) prevent invagination alltogether. Late heat
pulses (8±10 hr; H) postpone the separation of the invaginations from the esophageal wall (asterisk; compare this panel to Fig. 4B which
shows a wild-type embryo of comparable age). If stained later with MAb22C10 to visualize differentiated neurons (G, H), embryos heat
pulsed between 6 and 8 and 8 and 10 hr only contain derivatives of d/tSNSPs. The iSNSPs, prevented from invaginating and/or dissociating,
do not differentiate into neurons but form ill-de®ned blocks of cells adjacent to the esophagus (arrows). Bar, 25 mm.
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of each individual proneural cluster compete which each
other to become a neural precursor cell. As the result of this
competition, a single cell in each cluster initiates neural
development and then suppresses the same developmental
pathway in other cells of the proneural cluster by lateral
inhibition. The lateral inhibition step can be monitored by
the down-regulation of AS-C genes in the cells surrounding
the neural precursor. In the SNS, the concurrent uniform
expression of the AS-C and the E(spl)-C genes in the epithe-
lial vesicles formed by the iSNSPs, together with the contin-
uous requirement for Notch activity to maintain the epithe-
lial phenotype of the iSNSPs, can be interpreted as a situa-
tion where mutual inhibition is maintained over anFIG. 7. Schematic representation of morphogenetic movements
extended period of time. Mutual inhibition is apparentlywhich depend on proneural/neurogenic function. For details see
text. not resolved into lateral inhibition in the iSNSPs because
all cell in these epithelial vesicles adopt analogous fates.
Since it is currently not known whether the neurons nor-
mally derived from the iSNSPs form several different cell
of the proneural and neurogenic genes themselves. A similar types, it could be argued that the proneural/neurogenic gene
conclusion has been drawn in a recent study of neurogenic/ network is involved in the fate decision between these cell
proneural gene function in endoderm development (Tepass types. In this scenario, cell±cell interactions taking place
and Hartenstein, 1995). at an early stage among the iSNSPs, while they are still part
of the epithelial placode, would decide over the differentia-
tive fate of neurons derived from the placode. We consideriSNSP Development Entails an Extended Period
this possibility unlikely, based on the conclusion of Copen-of Mutual Inhibition
haver and Taghert (1989a,b) that in Manduca, the SNS plac-
The role of the neurogenic genes during SNS morphogene- ode produces a matrix of undifferentiated cells which spread
sis as the functional elements of the lateral inhibition ma-
out and adopt speci®c fates in a position dependent manner.
chinery (Simpson, 1990; Ghysen et al., 1993; Campos-Or-
However, even if early cell fate decisions existed and were
tega, 1993) is plausible only in respect to d/tSNSP develop-
dependent on neurogenic genes, it would not bear upon our
ment. The function of these genes during invagination,
conclusion with regard to the function of these genes inseparation, and dissociation of iSNSPs cannot be interpreted
promoting the epithelial phenotype of the iSNSPs. Thus,within the conceptual framework of lateral inhibition.
one would have to postulate that two decisions take place atThus, during invagination or dissociation of the SNS
the same time: (1) the decision to stay epithelial or becomepouches, no apparent cell fate choices between neighboring
mesenchymal; (2) the decision to express a particular neuralcells take place among the cells within the placode; all
fate at a later stage. The ®rst decision clearly takes place,iSNSPs invaginate and later dissociate. How can we view
since its outcome is immediately evident (all iSNSPs dothe role of the neurogenic genes during these processes?
become mesenchymal at a certain stage which depends onIn neurogenic loss-of-function mutants, all cells of the
neurogenic function). Furthermore, as argued in the pre-SNS placode develop as dSNSPs and no invagination is ob-
ceeding paragraphs, the way in which neurogenic genes op-served. If Notch function is eliminated (utilizing a Nts allele)
erate during this decision can only be interpreted as a mu-at any time during development, the iSNSPs lose their epi-
tual inhibition. The second decision is speculative. It wouldthelial structure and dissociate into mesenchymal cells. By
imply that there are, among the epithelial cells of the SNScontrast, overexpression of active Notch shortly before SNS
placode, some cells which are committed to express a par-placode invagination completely blocks this process and
ticular neuronal phenotype, intermingled with other cells ofconverts the SNS primordium into a ¯at epithelium; if
a different destination. Neurogenic genes could be involvedNotch overexpression is initiated after the SNS invagi-
separating the two (or more) classes and could operate asnations have formed, the separation of the invaginations
part of a lateral inhibition mechanism. It should be empha-from the stomodeal epithelium is postponed. Late heat
sized that even if these different precursor populations exist,pulses delay the dissociation of iSNSPs. These phenotypes
they all behave identically at an early stage where all ofsuggest that the neurogenic genes mediate a ``mutual inhibi-
them are ®rst epithelial and then become mesenchymal.tion'' of iSNSPs that prevents these cells from invaginating
Therefore, the hypothetical separation between differentand dissociating. A phase of mutual inhibition has also been
SNS neuronal classes and the involvement of the neuro-proposed for the neuroectoderm (Goriely et al., 1991; Ghy-
genic genes therein has no bearing upon how the functionsen et al., 1993; Muskavitch, 1994). During the phase of
of these genes has to be viewed in regard to controllingmutual inhibition, which is monitored by the concurrent
expression of both proneural and neurogenic genes, the cells epithelial versus mesenchymal phenotype.
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AS-C and da Gene Function in SNS Development epithelium which is ready to ``expel'' some of its cells as
neural precursors. In this destabilized epithelium, neuro-
Our results show that the loss of AS-C and da function genic function, turned on by proneural genes, is required
does not prevent iSNSPs from invaginating, but has an ef- not only to restrict proneural gene expression to the delami-
fect on the pattern of invagination and, later, migration of nating cells, but also to stabilize directly the remaining cells
iSNSPs. Thus, in AS-C and da mutant embryos, the SNS as an epithelium. This hypothesis would predict that if both
primordium forms a single large and irregular invagination, proneural and neurogenic gene function is removed, no de-
instead of three small, regularly spaced invaginations typi- stabilized neurectodermal epithelium would be formed (due
cal for wild-type embryos. At a later stage, dissociated to proneural mutation) in the ®rst place, rendering neuro-
iSNSPs do not spread out in the wild-type fashion in AS-C genic function obsolete. More data have to be awaited before
and da mutant embryos. The irregularities in invagination deciding upon which one of the hypotheses is correct.
may be caused indirectly by the absence of dSNSP delami-
nation resulting from the loss of proneural function. In nor-
A Common Cellular Mechanism Underlyingmal development, the three dSNSPs which delaminate ®rst
Delamination, Invagination, and Dissociation Mayare aligned in the midline and apparently foreshadow the
Explain the Control of All of These Movements bycenters at which invagination begins a short time later. The
the Neurogenic and Proneural GenesdSNSPs might coordinate the subsequent invagination of
the iSNSPs. This would explain why in the absence of Unlike most other morphogenetic events controlled by
dSNSPs, caused by AS-C and da mutations, invagination of the neurogenic/proneural genes, no separation of different
the SNS placode proceeds irregularly. The same hypothesis cell types takes place during invagination and dissociation
was put forward by Gonzalez-Gaitan and JaÈckle (1995). Al- of iSNSPs. Rather, the level of expression of neurogenic/
ternatively, AS-C and da might be directly required for the proneural genes seems to promote a particular structural
coordination of iSNSP invagination. phenotype of the entire group of iSNSPs. We have pre-
Since iSNSP development proceeds to a substantial ex- viously emphasized the importance of neurogenic gene
tent in AS-C and da mutants, but can be completely blocked function for the integrity of epithelial tissues (Hartenstein
through uniform expression of Nintra , one might speculate et al., 1992). Furthermore, based on a comparison of neuro-
that as yet unknown proneural genes cooperate with AS-C genic and proneural gene function in the Drosophila endo-
da in SNS development. The recently discovered proneural derm and neuroectoderm (Tepass and Hartenstein, 1995),
gene atonal (ato; Jarman et al., 1993), required in chordoto- we have suggested that the primary role of the neurogenic
nal organ and eye development, does not seem to affect the and proneural genes is to force cells into alternative cell
SNS, as evident from the absence of SNS defects in embryos morphologies (epithelial or mesenchymal) as a basic aspect
de®cient for this locus (V.H., unpublished observation). Re- of a cell fate decision.
dundancy among proneural genes re¯ected by a partial fail- There might exist for the iSNSPs (as well as other embry-
ure in neural precursor development in proneural mutants onic cells) a spectrum of transient ``morphogenetic states''
has also been described during the early development of the that ranges from epithelial at the one extreme to mesenchy-
embryonic CNS. Results from proneural/neurogenic double mal at the other extreme (Fig. 7). Invagination and separa-
mutant studies suggest that the neurogenic genes them- tion of cells from their neighbors may represent intermedi-
selves only control proneural gene expression. Thus, clones ate positions in between these two extremes and might
in the adult epidermis which lack both N and AS-C gene therefore also be under the control of the neurogenic/
function differentiate into normal epidermis, which is the proneural genes. Thus, the delamination ``program'' which
same phenotype shown by clones that lack only AS-C func- leads from an epithelial to a mesenchymal cell typically
tion (Heitzler and Simpson, 1991). A similar result was ob- starts with the apical constriction of the cell, which can also
tained in regard to embryonic midgut development, where be seen in epithelial cells which invaginate. Delamination
Dl; AS-C double mutants had the same defects as AS-C continues when the apically constricted cell loses contact
mutants (Tepass and Hartenstein, 1995). The simplest ex- to its neighbors, which is, for example, ultrastructurally
planation of these ®ndings is that the only effect of neuro- manifested as the loss of the zonula adherens (Tepass and
genic gene activity is to restrict the expression of proneural Hartenstein, 1994). A similar disruption of cell±cell con-
genes and that the epidermal/epithelial phenotype which tacts may occur at the boundary between SNS invaginations
prevails in the absence of proneural function develops by and the surrounding stomodeal epithelium. Total absence
default. However, other hypotheses of proneural/neuro- of neurogenic gene function converts all cells of the SNS
genic function which incorporate the results of the above primordium to the mesenchymal state. Conversely, overex-
mentioned double mutant experiments are possible; for ex- pression of Nintra results in the ``extreme'' epithelial pheno-
ample, according to the generally accepted view, expression type, which does not allow the delamination of dSNSPs and
of proneural genes in part of the ectoderm makes it into tSNSPs nor the invagination and separation of the iSNSPs.
neurectoderm, i.e., confers upon the expressing cells the In wild type, the level of neurogenic gene expression is ap-
competence to become neural precursors. As part of this parently dynamically adjusted so that the SNS placode is
able to release a certain number of dSNSPs and tSNSPscompetence, the neuroectoderm becomes a ``destabilized''
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at the correct time, as well as to invaginate, separate, and Active Notch was able to increase the size of the neural
plate and prevent the delamination of neural crest cells, asdissociate the iSNSPs at the proper stage.
well as the evagination of the optic cup. The latter two
®ndings are directly comparable to our results which show
The Orchestration of Delamination, Invagination, that active Notch overexpression leads to a loss of delami-
and Dissociation Determines the Pattern nating SNSPs and prevents invagination of SNS pouches.
of SNS Neurons These similarities suggest that proneural and neurogenic
genes may function in analogous fashions in vertebrates andDetailed investigations of different species, notably Man-
duca (Copenhaver and Taghert, 1989a,b, 1991) and Dro- invertebrates.
sophila (Hartenstein et al., 1994; Gonzalez-Gaitan and
JaÈckle, 1995) have documented the similarities that exist
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